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We perform simulations of several convective events over the southern UK with

the Met Office Unified Model (UM) at horizontal grid lengths ranging from 1.5

km to 200 m. Comparing the simulated storms on these days withthe Met Office

rainfall radar network allows us to apply a statistical approach to evaluate the

properties and evolution of the simulated storms over a range of conditions.

Here we present results comparing the storm morphology in the model and

reality which show that the simulated storms become smalleras grid length

decreases and that the grid length that fits the observationsbest changes with

the size of the observed cells. We investigate the sensitivity of storm morphology

in the model to the mixing length used in the subgrid turbulence scheme. As the

subgrid mixing length is decreased, the number of small storms with high area-

averaged rain rates increases. We show that by changing the mixing length we

can produce a lower resolution simulation that produces similar morphologies

to a higher resolution simulation. Copyright c© 0000 Royal Meteorological

Society
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1. Introduction

Convective storms are a crucially important forecasting

problem in the UK, not least because of the flooding

they can cause. In recent years, many operational forecast

centres, including the Met Office, have begun running

order 1 km gridlength models for short-range weather

forecasting where convection is represented explicitly rather

than by a convection parameterisation. A number of

studies (Leanet al. 2008; Kain et al. 2008; Weismanet al.

2008; Schwartzet al. 2009; Kendonet al. 2012) have

shown that such models yield qualitively more realistic

precipitation fields and are quantitatively more skilful

than lower resolution simulations with parameterised

convection. However, these gridlengths are unable to fully

resolve the individual convective elements (e.g.Bryanet al.

2003) leading to convection still being under resolved

(hence they are referred to as “convection-permitting”

models rather than “convection-resolving”). This leads to

significant shortcomings in the nature of the convective

clouds simulated at these resolutions. For example, cells

in the Met Office’s current1.5 km gridlength UK model

tend to be too large with too much heavy rain and not

enough light rain (e.g.McBeathet al.2013), and tend not to

organise into mesoscale complexes as observed, illustrating

our lack of understanding of the nature of small-scale

mixing and microphysical processes.

Numerical weather prediction (NWP) models need to

represent the subgrid-scale mixing that is unable to be

resolved on the model grid. With gridlengths of the order

10 km it is reasonable to suggest that subgrid mixing

is best represented by both a convection scheme and

a 1D boundary layer scheme, although several studies

(Pearsonet al.2013; Hollowayet al.2013) have shown that

large-scale convective organisation is better represented

at gridlengths of12 km when convection is explicit

rather than parameterised. At gridlengths of order1 km,

a convection scheme is no longer appropriate and a

traditional 1D boundary layer scheme starts to break down

as the horizontal gridlength approaches the depth of the

boundary layer. In this case the subgrid mixing may

be better represented by a subgrid turbulence scheme.

The two turbulence-closure models widely used in both

large-eddy simulations (LES) and NWP models are either

a Smagorinsky-type first-order-closure scheme based on

Smagorinsky(1963), or a one-and-one-half-order scheme

using a prognostic equation for turbulent kinetic energy.

High resolution (i.e. convection-permitting) versions ofthe

Met Office’s Unified Model (UM) use a Smagorinsky-

type scheme (Halliwell 2007) where the eddy viscosity

coefficient,κ is defined as:

κ = (cs∆)2 S fm(Ri) = λ2

0
S fm(Ri) (1)

where

S2 =
1

2

(

∂ui

∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

)2

. (2)

Here cs is an empirically determined constant,∆ is the

maximum horizontal grid length,fm(Ri) is a Richardson

number dependent stability function that reduces the mixing

length close to the surface andλ0 is the mixing length.

Extensive studies using the Smagorinsky model to study

the effects of subgrid mixing in LES of turbulent boundary-

layer flow have been conducted (e.g.Mason and Callen

1986; Mason and Brown 1999; others?).Mason and Callen

(1986) viewed cs as a ratio of a mixing length scaleλ0

to a grid scale,cs = λ0/∆. They found that simulations

with a fixed gridlength showed a strong dependence oncs:

largercs produced flows with smooth features whereas low

cs simulations tended to suffer from grid-scale noise. By

examining such sensitivities,Mason(1994) concluded that

a value ofcs ∼ 0.2 gives a solution where the simulated

eddies are well resolved.Mason and Brown(1999) showed

that at a fixed mixing length,λ0, a simulation with higher

resolution (i.e. largercs) gives a more realistic solution.

Canuto and Cheng(1997) proposed a subgrid-scale model

that takes into account stratification and shear, giving a

value of cs ∼ 0.11. They concluded that evencs is often
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treated as a constant, its value is actually dependent on a

combination of physical processes that differ from flow to

flow, meaningcs should ideally be a dynamical variable that

varies depending on the flow.

Takemi and Rotunno(2003) investigated the effect of

subgrid mixing in squall line simulations using a mesoscale

cloud model (the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)

model) with order1 km grid spacing. They investigated the

sensitivities of the simulated cloud systems to the constant

cs used in the Smagorinsky subgrid turbulence scheme.

Following Mason(1994) they found that simulations with

smallercs produce solutions with a lot of grid-scale noise

while those with largercs give excessively smoothed cells.

They concluded that the optimum value forcs is 0.25 –

0.3. Hollowayet al. (2013) compared4 km grid length

UM simulations of the Madden-Julian oscillation using a

3D Smagorinsky mixing scheme to a simulation using 2D

Smagorinsky mixing (with vertical mixing done by a 1D

boundary layer scheme). They found that the simulation

with 3D Smagorinsky mixing better retained the large-scale

convective organisation.

In this paper we gather statistics on the representation

of convection in high resolution versions of the UM over

a range of conditions by comparing the surface rainfall

features in the model storms with the UK Met Office

1 km radar composite. The main aim is to investigate the

sensitivity of storm morphology in the model to the mixing

length used in the subgrid turbulence scheme. The work is

part of a larger project called DYMECS (DYnamical and

Microphysical Evolution of Convective Storms) in which

a large database of detailed convective storm properties

has been obtained by automatically tracking cells with the

Chilbolton Advanced Meteorological Radar, located in the

south of the UK (see Fig.1).

The paper is organised as follows. Section2 describes

the UM and the configurations used. Section3 describes

the local and large scale conditions of the cases chosen. A

statistical approach is applied in Section4 to evaluate the

properties of the simulated storms compared with those in

the radar composite. In Section5 results from sensitivity

experiments varying the mixing length used in the subgrid

turbulence scheme are presented. Finally, a summary and

discussion of our findings is presented in Section6.

2. Model description and method

The numerical experiments are performed using the Met

Office’s Unified Model (UM) Version 7.8. The UM is

the Met Office’s operational numerical weather prediction

(NWP) model and is used to provide global and regional

deterministic and ensemble forecasts. The model solves

non-hydrostatic, deep-atmosphere dynamics using a semi-

implicit, semi-Lagrangian numerical scheme (Davieset al.

2005). In the horizontal, the model uses a regular

latitude-longitude grid with Arakawa C staggering and

for limited area configurations, the pole of the grid is

rotated such that the domain is approximately centred on

the equator, in order to minimise changes in gridlength

across the domain. Charney–Phillips staggering is used

in the vertical along with a terrain-following hybrid-

height vertical coordinate. The model uses the surface-

layer scheme ofBestet al. (2011), the radiation scheme

of Edwards and Slingo(1996), the mixed-phase cloud

microphysics scheme ofWilson and Ballard(1999) and

the non-local boundary-layer scheme ofLock et al. (2000).

The model also includes a convection scheme based on

Gregory and Rowntree(1990), althought this is switched

off at gridlengths of1.5 km and finer. High resolution

(∆x ≈ 1 km) versions of the model also use a subgrid

turbulence scheme, as described in the Introduction. This

scheme can be applied in just the horizontal or also

in the vertical. When applied in the vertical, the non-

local boundary-layer scheme is switched off and the local

boundary layer scheme uses the diffusion coefficients

calculated from the subgrid-turbulence scheme.

During the period of interest, the deterministic opera-

tional nested suite consisted of four configurations: Global;

North Atlantic and European (NAE); UK4 km (UK4);

and UK Variable-resolution (UKV). The UKV model is a
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Figure 1. Model domains used. The outer domain is the fixed gridlength
part of the UKV. The black dot indicates the location of the Chilbolton
radar.

limited-area, variable resolution configuration of the UM

nested within the12 km gridlength NAE. The inner part

of the domain covers the entire UK (shown in Fig.1) and

has a horizontal gridlength of1.5 km. The smaller outer

region has a horizontal gridlength of4 km and in between

there is a variable-resolution transition region. The variable

resolution allows the boundaries of the UKV to be further

from the UK at a cheaper computational cost than if the

domain had a fixed resolution of1.5 km. In the vertical,

the UKV has70 levels, the spacing of which increases

quadratically with height up to the domain top at40 km.

The operational UKV was run at0300,0900, 1500 and2100

UTC each day, with initial and boundary data provided by

an NAE run initialised 3 hours earlier. A data assimilation

cycle operated fromT − 2 to T + 1 (whereT is forecast

run time in hours), and fields assimilated included surface

and satellite-derived3D cloud fractions and radar-derived

surface rain rates.

To investigate how the representation of convection

changes as the horizontal gridlength is decreased, a one-

way suite of nested models have been run with gridlengths

of 1.5 km, 500 m and200 m, as shown in Fig.1. All the

models treat convection explicitly, i.e. without the use of

a parameterisation scheme. For the UKV simulations, the

0400 UTC operational UKV analysis (the output of the3-

hour data assimilation cycle) was used as initial conditions,

while lateral boundary conditions were provided by the

0000 UTC NAE forecast. The setup of the UKV is that

which was operational at the start of DYMECS (summer

2011). The500 m gridlength model, of domain size500 ×

425 km, also gets its initial conditions from the0400 UTC

operational UKV analysis and has boundary data provided

by the UKV run just described. The western boundary

of the domain is located300 km west of Chilbolton and

the southern boundary is225 km south of Chilbolton (see

Fig. 1). A 300 × 225 km 200 m gridlength model has been

nested50 km within the boundaries of the500 m model (see

Fig. 1). This model gets its inital and boundary data from

the500 m model run and is initialised 3 hours later than the

other models (at0700 UTC) to allow the500 m model time

to spin up. All models were integrated forward until 1900

UTC (15 hours for the UKV and 500m model, 12 hours for

the 200m model), using timesteps of50 s, 10 s and6 s in

the UKV, 500 m and200 m models respectively.

The configuration of the500 m and200 m models is

based on the high resolution UM simulations performed

by Vosperet al. (2013) and is very similar to the UKV,

but with a few differences. Unlike the UKV, which has70

vertical levels, both of the nested models have 140 vertical

levels (corresponding to a spacing of≈ 75 m at 1 km

above ground level compared to150 m in the standard

70 level set). Motivation for increasing the number of

vertical levels in these models was provided by early results

running with70 levels where there was a strong tendency

for the precipitation field in the200 m model to have

excessive small-scale structure, in particular banded lines of

precipitation (Halliwell et al. 2013). Increasing the vertical

resolution was shown to reduce the amount of small-scale

precipitation and eliminate the bands in the precipitation

field, although they remain in the vertical velocity field to a

lesser extent. The precipitation fields from the500 m model

showed very little change when increasing from70 to 140
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levels, and therefore it can be assumed that using140 levels

in the UKV would have very little impact on the results.

Another difference between the models is the critical

relative humidity (RHcrit) profile used by the cloud scheme.

The UM assumes that a grid box contains some cloud when

the relative humidity within the grid box exceeds RHcrit.

The UKV usesRHcrit = 0.91 in the lowest few layers with

a gradual decrease to0.8. On the assumption that there

should be less subgrid variability in humidity in smaller

grid boxes, the higher resolution models use RHcrit = 0.97

in the lowest few layers, decreasing smoothly to0.9 at

≈ 3.5 km.

The final difference worth noting is that the UKV uses the

Smagorinsky subgrid mixing scheme in the horizontal with

vertical mixing done by the boundary layer scheme (2D

subgrid turbulence), whereas the 500m and 200m models

apply the subgrid mixing scheme in both the horizontal and

the vertical (3D subgrid turbulence). In section5 the UKV

has also been run using the 3D subgrid mixing scheme.

2.1. Radar rainfall composite

The observations used for model verification come from

the Met Office radar rainfall composite (Harrisonet al.

2011). The radar reflectivity data consists of 5-minute

scan sequences of four elevations from the 15 C-band

radar across the UK, at a resolution of 600m in range

and 1◦ in azimuth. Within the 200m model domain, no

land point is further than 100km away from a radar. The

current rainfall retrieval uses only single-polarisationradar

data, thus rainfall rates are estimated from an empirical

relationship between radar reflectivityZ (mm6m−3) and

rainfall rateR (mm hr−1) (Harrisonet al.2011):

Z = 200R1.6 , (3)

which is theMarshallet al. (1955) relationship derived for

mid-latitude stratiform rain.

Several steps are incorporated in the rainfall-estimation

quality control procedure to correct for radar artefacts,

including noise filtering, clutter identification, and beam

blockage (Harrisonet al. 2009). For each radar, the

Gunn and East(1954) rainfall-rate-attenuation relationship

is used:

A = 0.0044R1.17 , (4)

with attenuationA in dB and a maximum correction of a

factor two increase in rain rate. A simple parameterisation

of the vertical profile of reflectivity including bright band

and orographic growth simulates the equivalent radar

reflectivity close to the ground from which the surface

rainfall rate is estimated (Harrisonet al. 2009). For each

radar at every hour, a single adjustment factor is then

applied to all surface rainfall rates, based on comparisons

with rain-gauge data over a time period that can range from

the last hour to several days. The radar rainfall composite

is then generated on a1 × 1km grid from these adjusted

estimates.

A similar attenuation-corrected relationship was shown

to have a mean absolute error of31% for rain rates

above3mmhr−1 compared to hourly rain-gauge estimates

(Bringi et al. 2011). In this paper, a rain-rate threshold of

4mmhr−1 is used and a minimum rainfall area of10km2.

The results were not sensitive to small relative changes

in the rainfall rate threshold used. Where quantitative

statements regarding the radar composite are made in this

paper, these will be related to uncertainties in the rainfall

estimates.

3. Case overview

The UKV has a number of deficiencies in its representation

of convection. To highlight some of these, Fig.2 shows

typical convective rainfall fields from the UKV for a case

of widespread small-scale showers and a case with deeper

convective cells, and the corresponding radar composite

images. Fig.3a shows that in the shower case (20th April

2012) a low pressure centre was situated on the east coast of

the UK. Scattered showers developed during the morning,

propagating northeastwards. Scans from the Chilbolton
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Figure 2. Rain-rate inmm hr
−1 for a shower case (11UTC 20th April 2012, left) and a large storm case (15UTC 25th August 2012, right) from (a) and

(b) the radar composite, (c) and (d) the UKV, (e) and (f) the500 m model and (g) and (h) the200 m model. All rainrates have been aggregated to the
1.5 km UKV grid.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Met Office surface pressure analysis at 00 UTC for (a) 20th April
2012 and (b) 25th August 2012.

radar on this day showed that the storms reached up to6 km.

For the deeper storm case (25th August 2012) widespread

showers and thunderstorms developed over the southern UK

associated with a low over the Irish sea moving eastward

(Fig. 3b). Scans from Chilbolton showed that the storms

reached10 km; heavy rain was observed throughout the

day and thunder and lightning was widely reported from 14

UTC. In both cases, the UKV produces cells that are too

intense and too far apart with too little light rain (Figs.2c

and d). Neither case produces enough small cells and the

deeper storm case seems to be missing the large scale

organisation that is evident in the radar (Fig.2b). These

problems likely result from the convection being under-

resolved at this gridlength.

To investigate whether these problems are improved

by increasing the horizontal resolution, these cases have

been run using the 500m and 200m models described in

Section2. For the shower case (Figs.2e and g), as the

gridlength is decreased the number of small cells looks to

be increasing, with possibly too many small cells in the

200m model. Compared with the radar (Fig.2a) the cells are

still too intense with not enough light rain. For the deeper

storm case (Figs.2f and h) the number of small cells also

appears to increase as the gridlength is decreased, although

not as much. Again, the 500m model cells are too intense

compared with the radar, but this is less evident in the 200m

model. There also seems to be more organisation at these

resolutions than in the UKV.

Fig. 4 shows the domain-averaged precipitation over the

300 × 225 km domain of the 200m model obtained from

all three models and the radar composite for these two cases.

On 20th April (Fig.4a), all three models do a reasonable

job of simulating approximately the correct amount of

domain-averaged precipitation as well as the precipitation

evolution. The 200m model is best at capturing the correct

initiation time and early precipitation, which suggests that

the convection is better resolved at this gridlength, although

between 13 and 16 UTC it over-predicts the precipitation.

On 25th August (Fig.4b), convection initiates earlier as the

grid length is reduced, with the 200m model again capturing

the correct initiation time and amount of precipitation. The

increase in the observed precipitation at about 14 UTC is

due to a large area of precipitation that moves into the

south-west corner of the domain. This feature is missed by

the UKV (see Fig.2), and therefore the 500m and 200m

models, which receive their lateral boundary conditions

from the UKV, also miss it.

In the next section, two sets of DYMECS cases have

been analysed: a set of three cases with smaller, shallower

cells (tops below6 km) from April 2012 (referred to as

“shower” cases) and a set of three cases with larger, deeper

cells reaching above8 km (referred to as “larger storm”

cases). Table1 shows thermodynamic properties for each
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11th April 20th April 24th April 7th August 11th July 25th August
2012 12Z 2012 09Z 2012 09Z 2011 00Z 2012 09Z 2012 09Z

LCL (hPa) 862 898 893 948 931 931
LFC (hPa) 833 819 848 931 865 920
LNB (hPa) 514 682 788 396 616 341

CAPE (J kg−1) 95 18 15 115 89 142
CIN (J kg−1) -2.82 -13.40 -6.91 -0.44 -15.0 -0.22

PW (mm) 11.6 10.9 10.1 20.8 16.8 22.3

Table 1. Thermodynamic properties of each case obtained from observed soundings at Larkhill,51.2 N,−1.8 E. (Note: the 7th Aug 2011 sounding
is from Herstmonceux,50.9 N, 0.32 E). Quantities shown are lifting condensation level (LCL),level of free convection (LFC), level of neutral
bouyancy (LNB), convective available potential energy (CAPE), convective inhibition (CIN) and precipitable water (PW). CAPE and CIN are
calculated from a mixed-layer parcel ascent.
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Figure 4. Domain averaged precipitation over the 300 x 225 km 200m
model domain for the radar composite (black line), the UKV (grey solid
line), 500m model (grey dashed line) and 200m model (grey dot-dashed
line) for (a) 20th April 2012 and (b) 25th August 2012.

of these cases. In general, the larger storm cases have a

lower lifting condensation level (LCL) and level of free

convection (LFC) and a higher level of neutral bouyancy

(LNB) than the shower cases (the exception being the 11th

April, where the sounding data were only available at a

later time, 1200 UTC). This leads to larger values of mixed-

layer convective available potential energy (CAPE) and the

potential for deeper convective clouds. The larger storm

cases also have higher values of precipitable water than

the shower cases. The higher values of precipitable water

in the larger storm cases can be understood by looking at

the large-scale situation: synoptic charts (not shown) show

that all six cases were associated with low pressure systems

situated close to the UK; however, the three large cases all

had high pressure situated over continental Europe bringing

warm, moist air up to the UK from the south as in Fig.3b.

Therefore it appears that the depth of the convection in the

shower cases was limited by the moisture at mid-levels as

seen in other studies (e.g.Derbyshireet al.2004).

4. Storm morphology

To quantify any systematic errors in the representation of

convective precipitation, a number of statistics have been

calculated. These have been calculated for both the shower

cases and the larger storm cases. All cell statistics have been

computed over the region covered by the200 m model (see

Fig. 1), with all model data first aggregated onto the1 km

horizontal gridlength radar composite grid. Cells have been

identified in both the model and radar precipitation fields

using a rainrate threshold of4 mm hr−1 (representative of

convective precipitation, see Fig.2) and an area threshold

of 10 km2, to avoid including grid point storms from

the 1.5 km gridlength UKV. We have checked that our

conclusions are not qualitatively sensitive to the thresholds
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chosen. To calculate statistics, precipitation data with atime

resolution of five minutes have been used to capture cells

throughout their entire life cycle. One caveat to this is that

the same storm will count multiple times in the statistics.

One way to look at cell statistics is the distribution of

cell sizes. Fig.5 shows the distribution of storm equivalent

diameter from the radar composite for the three shower

cases (Fig.5a) and the three larger storm cases (Fig.5b). To

easily compare the cases, which all have different numbers

of storms, the number of storms in each bin has been

normalised by the total number of storms throughout the

day. Here, the equivalent diameter of a storm is defined

as the diameter of a circle with the same area as the

storm. The storm size distributions form two clusters: the
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Figure 5. Distribution of storm equivalent diameter normalised by total
number of storms from the radar composite for (a) the shower cases and
(b) the large storm cases. A rain-rate threshold of4 mm hr−1 and an area
threshold of10 km2 have been used to identify storms. Data is every 5
minutes between 09 and 19 UTC.

shower cases have a larger fraction of small storms and a

maximum diameter of approximately18 km. In contrast, the

larger storm cases have fewer small storms than the shower

cases and the maximum diameter is close to30 km. This

demonstrates that there are clear differences between the

shower cases and the larger storm cases and therefore it is

justifiable to look at the two subsets separately.

In order to understand the effect changing the resolution

has on the distribution of storm size in the two different

types of cases, Fig.6 shows the distribution of storm

equivalent diameter for the subset of three shower cases

(Fig.6a) and the subset of three larger storm cases (Fig.6b).

Comparing the UKV with the radar, it is clear that at this
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Figure 6. Distribution of storm equivalent diameter for (a) the shower
cases and (b) the large storm cases. A rain-rate threshold of4 mm hr−1

and an area threshold of10 km
2 have been used to identify storms. Data

is every 5 minutes between 09 and 19 UTC for the radar composite (black
circles), the UKV (grey triangles), the 500m model (grey squares) and the
200m model (grey diamonds).

gridlength the model under-predicts the number of small

cells for both the shower cases and the larger storm cases

and that for the shower cases, with smaller convective cells,

it produces too many larger cells. This agrees with the
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“by-eye” comparison of the snapshot in Fig.2. As the

horizontal gridlength is decreased to500 m, the number

of small cells produced moves closer to that observed by

the radar. Decreasing the gridlength to200 m results in

approximately the right number of small cells in the larger

storm cases but now there are too many in the shower

cases, as demonstrated in Fig.2. The number of large

storms at200 m is decreased in both panels, leading to an

improvement in the cases with smaller cells but a worsening

in the cases with larger cells, where the UKV was already

doing well. This effect is most noticeable in the largest case

(25th August 2012) where the observations show storms

with equivalent diameters exceeding30 km whereas the

largest equivalent diameters in the200 m simulation are

only 18 km (see Fig.11f). This suggests that the200 m

model is missing some mechanism that produces more large

cells when there are deeper storms. As suggested by Fig.5,

these results hold for each individual case as well as for the

aggregated data.

Another way to look at cell statistics is to look at the area-

averaged rainfall of each cell. Fig.7 shows the distribution

of storm area-averaged rainfall rate, again for a subset of

three shower cases (Fig.7a) and for a subset of three larger

storm cases (Fig.7b). Comparing the UKV with the radar

shows that for both large storms and shower cases the UKV

does not produce enough cells with high area-averaged

rainrates and for the shower cases the UKV produces

too many cells with small area-averaged rainrates. As the

gridlength is decreased, the models tend to produce more

cells with higher area-averaged rainrates. For the shower

cases the500 and200 m models have too many cells with

moderate rainrates but not enough at high rainrates. For the

larger storm cases, both models have too few light rainrates

but do a good job at representing the number of cells with

high area-averaged rainrates.

These statistics can be combined to give a clearer picture

of which cells are poorly represented by the models, for

example to clarify whether the UKV is missing a lot

of small, intense storms or a lot of small, weak storms.
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Figure 7. Distribution of storm area-averaged rain-rate for (a) the shower
cases and (b) the large storm cases. A rain-rate threshold of4 mm hr

−1

and an area threshold of10 km2 have been used to identify storms. Data
is every 5 minutes between 09 and 19 UTC for the radar composite (black
circles), the UKV (grey triangles), the 500m model (grey squares) and the
200m model (grey diamonds).

Figures8 and9 show 2-dimensional frequency distributions

of storm equivalent diameter against storm area-averaged

rainrate for the three shower cases and for the three larger

storm cases respectively. For the shower cases (Fig.8), none

of the models produce enough small cells with high area-

averaged rainrates. Compared to the radar, the UKV has a

tighter spread with storm area-averaged rainrate increasing

as storm equivalent diameter increases and a peak in the

distribution which is shifted to too large cells and too low

rainrates. In contrast, the radar has a larger spread in the

distribution with many more cells of higher area-averaged

rainrate at all cell sizes. As the grid length is decreased, the

peak in the distribution is shifted towards smaller cells with

higher rainrates. None of the models have as large a spread

in the distribution as seen in the radar composite.
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Figure 8. 2D distributions of storm equivalent diameter against storm area-averaged rain-rate for the shower cases. (a) UKV, (b)500m, (c) 200m and
(d) radar composite. Colours show the percentage of the total number of cells in each bin. A rain-rate threshold of4 mm hr−1 and an area threshold of
10 km2 have been used to identify storms. Data is every 5 minutes between 09 and 19 UTC.

For the larger storm cases, shown in Fig.9, the UKV

still has too narrow a distribution, missing the small cells

with high rainrates and having too many medium-sized cells

with moderate rainrates. As with the shower cases, as the

gridlength is reduced the peak in the distribution shifts to

smaller cells with higher rainrates, with the200 m model

producing too many small cells with high area-averaged

rainrates. Again, for these cases all the models have less

spread in the distribution than the radar composite; however

the 500m and 200m models have more spread than the

UKV.

The cell statistics presented here show that increasing

the horizontal resolution does not necessarily improve the

representation of the convective cells. While the UKV tends

to predict cells that are too large and too intense, the higher

resolution models produce smaller cells which are correct in

cases where the cells are small in reality but are too small in

cases of deeper convection when the cells should be bigger.

5. Mixing length sensitivities

The previous section highlighted some of the errors in

representing convection in high resolution versions of the

UM, namely the incorrect cell size and number. We would

expect the subgrid turbulence scheme to have an effect on

both of these properties of the cells. Subgrid-scale mixing

in the UM is represented in the form of a Smagorinsky-

type turbulence scheme, described in the Introduction. The

scheme can be applied just in the horizontal, allowing the

boundary layer scheme to mix in the vertical (this setup

was used in the UKV simulations in Section4). In this

section the scheme has also been applied in the vertical,

in all models, and the non-local part of the boundary layer

scheme has been switched off. In this configuration, the

same diffusion coefficient is used in both the horizontal and

vertical diffusion schemes.
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Figure 9. As Fig.8 but for the larger storm cases.

The parametercs in Eqn.1 controls the amount of subgrid

mixing. Increasingcs (and therefore the mixing lengthλ0)

increases the subgrid mixing which tends to smooth fields

and reduce the number of small cells. The value ofcs

used in the operational UKV is0.2 (i.e. λ0 = 300 m), and

for this reason it was the value used in the default model

configurations presented in Section4. In this section we

explore the sensitivity of the convective cells to the value

of cs.

Each model has been run with a mixing length of300 m,

100 m and40 m for one of the shower cases (20th April

2012) and one of the larger storm cases (25th August 2012).

These cases were shown in Fig.2. The mixing length

values were chosen as they are the standard mixing length

(corresponding to a value of 0.2 forcs) in the UKV, 500m

and 200m models respectively. As can be seen in Fig.10,

which shows the domain-averaged precipitation from the

500m model runs for each case, changingλ0 does not have

a very big effect on the overall amount of precipitation but it

does change the time of convective initiation. In both cases,

convection initiates earlier as the mixing length is reduced.

This is because reducing the mixing length makes it easier

to trigger cells and reduces the amount of dry environmental

air entrained into the moist convective updrafts.

Figure 11 shows distributions of storm-equivalent

diameter for each model with varying mixing lengths.

For the UKV, in both cases decreasing the mixing length

decreases the amount of subgrid smoothing and increases

the number of small cells, although not sufficiently to match

the observed number. For the 20th April (Fig.11a: shower

case) decreasing the mixing length only affects the number

of small cells whereas for the 25th August (Fig.11b: large

case), using a mixing length of40 m does decrease the

number of larger cells. For the 500m model, increasing the

mixing length from100 m to300 m makes the distributions

in both cases look more like the UKV - fewer small cells

and more larger cells - whereas decreasing the mixing

length to 40 m shifts both distributions to be more like
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Figure 11. Distribution of storm equivalent diameter for the 20th April 2012 (left) and the 25th August 2012 (right) with mixing lengths of 300m
(triangles), 100m (squares) and 40m (diamonds) for (a) and (b) the UKV, (c) and (d) 500m model and (e) and (f) 200m model. A rain-rate threshold of
4 mm hr

−1 and an area threshold of10 km
2 have been used to identify storms. Data is every 5 minutes between 09 and 19 UTC.

the 200m model, with more small cells and fewer large

cells. From these results, it can be expected that increasing

the mixing length in the 200m model will smooth the

precipitation fields and decrease the number of small cells

while increasing the number of large cells. However, from

Fig.11e and f we see that this is not the case. The reason for

this is investigated in the remainder of this section.

To ensure numerical stability, the UM has a maximum

value that it allows for the diffusion coefficients. In

general, the model is run with a maximum value of the

diffusion coefficient that is a quarter of the value required
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Figure 10. Domain averaged precipitation over the 300 x 225 km 200m
model domain for the 500m model with mixing lengths of 300m (grey solid
line), 100m (grey dashed line) and 40m (grey dot-dashed line) and the radar
composite (black line) for (a) 20th April 2012 and (b) 25th August 2012.

for the scheme to remain numerically stable. A possible

explanation for why increasing the mixing length in the

200m model does not change the storm size distribution is

that the model may be hitting this maximum value. To test

this hypothesis we have looked at the viscosity,κ, computed

by the Smagorinsky scheme in the standard 200m run with

a mixing length of40 m compared to the run with a100 m

mixing length for 20th April (Fig.12). In both cases, the

largest values ofκ occur within cloud. For the run with the

standard40 m mixing length (Fig.12a),κ is generally less

than the maximum allowed value of208 m2 s−1. However,

when the mixing length is increased to100 m (Fig.12b), the

maximum value ofκ is being reached in many locations.

Increasing the mixing length further to300 m produces

a similar result forκ (not shown). This means that by
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Figure 12. Smagorinsky scheme viscosity at3 km agl at 11 UTC on 20th
April 2012 from (a) the 200m model with a mixing length of40 m and (b)
the 200m model with a mixing length of100 m.

increasing the mixing length, we are not increasing the

amount of subgrid mixing as much as we would expect. This

explains why the storm size distributions shown in Figs.11e

and f have not really changed when the mixing length has

been increased.

To determine whether the 200m model can be made to

look more like the UKV just by increasing the amount

of subgrid mixing one option would be to use a larger

fraction of the maximum allowed value of the diffusion

coefficient. The 200m model has been rerun for the larger

storm case (25th Aug) using a mixing length of100 m but

with the fraction of maximum diffusion increased from0.25

to 0.5. This has the effect of smoothing the precipitation

field and decreasing the number of small storms, as well as

slightly increasing the number of larger storms (Fig.13).

This change has made the 200m model look similar to the

500m model; but to try to make it more similar to the UKV

we need to increase the subgrid mixing further. Simply

increasing the mixing length to300 m in this setup again

hits the maximum value of the diffusion coefficient (not

shown). Rather than increase the fraction of the maximum
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Figure 13. Distribution of storm equivalent diameter for the 200m model
on 25th August 2012. The triangles show a mixing length of 300m, a
timestep of 3 s and a maximum diffusion fraction of 0.5, the squares show a
mixing length of 100m, a timestep of 6 s and a maximum diffusion fraction
of 0.5 and the diamonds show the standard run (40m mixing length, 6 s
timestep and maximum diffusion fraction of 0.25). The blackline shows
the radar composite distribution. A rain-rate threshold of4 mm hr−1 and
an area threshold of10 km2 have been used to identify storms. Data is
every 5 minutes between 09 and 19 UTC.

allowed value of the diffusion coefficient again, making

it closer to the maximum value required for numerical

stability, we can increase the maximum allowed value of

the diffusion coefficient by decreasing the timestep. The line

with triangles in Fig.13 shows the 200m model run with a

mixing length of300 m, the fraction of maximum diffusion

set to0.5 and a timestep of3 s. The storm size distribution

is now closer to the UKV, the increased subgrid mixing

having further smoothed the precipitation field leading to

a reduction in the number of small storms and an increase

in the number of larger storms.

6. Conclusions

A nested suite of high-resolution convection-permitting

versions of the Met Office Unified Model with gridlengths

of 1.5 km, 500 m and200 m have been used to document

the shortcomings of the representation of convection over

a range of conditions. By comparing the model storms

with those in the radar composite it was found that the

1.5 km gridlength UKV tended to produce cells that were

too intense, too far apart and with not enough light rain. The

UKV also failed to produce enough small storms in both

shower cases and large storm cases. In shower cases it also

produced too many large cells. These problems suggest that

convection is under-resolved at this gridlength. Reducing

the gridlength to500 m resulted in an increase in small cells

and decreasing it further to200 m tended to produce too

many small cells. In contrast to the UKV, the200 m model

produced the right number of large cells in the shower cases

but in the large storm cases it failed to produce large enough

storms.

We tested the sensitivity of the model to the value of the

mixing length used in the subgrid turbulence scheme, as

this parameter is expected to play a role in determining the

size of the convective cells. It was found that decreasing the

mixing length in the UKV increased the number of small

cells, but had little impact on the number of large cells.

Increasing the mixing length in the500 m model produced a

cell size distribution similar to the UKV, whereas decreasing

the mixing length produced a size distribution similar to the

200 m model. Due to stability restrictions, it was necessary

to decrease the timestep in the200 m model at the same time

as increasing the mixing length. In doing so we were able

to shift the tail of the storm size distribution towards storms

with larger diameters to closer match the observations.

It has been shown here that the model that performs

best is case dependent, with the1.5 km gridlength UKV

performing well in cases with large convective cells and the

200 m model performing well in cases with small scattered

showers. Since we would generally expect increasing the

horizontal resolution to improve the forecast, this implies

that either we are missing some processes in the high

resolution models that prevent them from producing large

storms, and/or we have compensating errors in the UKV.

We conclude from this work that rethinking the subgrid

mixing formulation is the key to getting a good description

of convective cloud properties at gridlengths on the order

of 100 m to 1 km. Finally, while this study focuses only

on analysing the horizontal structure in the surface rain

rate field, further work to supplement it by examining

the vertical structure of storms can be seen inSteinet al.

(2013).
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